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C. LEAL gênerai framework of matched asymptotic expansions (Eckhaus [2] , Van Dyke [9] ). There are "outer" and "inner" asymptotic expansions in the standard variable x far from the origin and in the "microscopic variable" y = x/e near the origin, respectively. All the terms of the expansions are well defined and completely characterized.
After having performed a matching of the "outer" and "inner" solutions we define a new expansion (see Van Dyke [9] ) called the composite expansion, valid in the whole domain ft, and which is of the förm , regular at the origin and having a constant behaviour at infinity.
All the terms of this expansion are rigorously justified by a convergence theorem. We emphasize this aspect because in gênerai only in very particular cases the first term of the expansion is rigorously justified (Lions [4] )-
In section 6 we generalize these results to the case where the force f E is the form (V e ) &~m , for x e eD (x) , for x $ Sl\eD , meZ.
Finaiiy we generaiize this problem to the elasticity operator. A similar study was already considered in [7] and [10] for the case of an elastic two-dimensional body with a small hole.
Notation :
Vectors of the physical space R 2 are written on the form u = (M Our purpose is to study the asymptotic behaviour of u z as e becomes small. We see the Dirac distribution, at the origin, together with its dérivâtes, showing up. Expansion (2.2) will be called the outer expansion and will be valid in n\(0).
ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS
Let us remark that in n\(0), Ws ing has the form
where P k is an homogeneous polynôme of degree X. In polar coordinates (|;t|,9), (x 1 = \x\ cos 0 , x 2 = \x\ sinO), (2.10) takes the form :
As in [7] , in the sequel, we shall write this expression as
2) is singular at the origin, we now look for another expansion valid on its neighbourhood (inner expansion). We shall perforai their matching (see Eckhaus [2] ), afterwards.
In order to study the behaviour in the neighbourhood of the origin we consider another variable, y = x/z, called the inner variable, and we seek for an inner expansion of the form For i = 2, we have
MATCHING
In the previous section we saw that all the terms of the outer expansion may be evaluated. For the inner expansion we just established the équations the terms should satisfy.
We remark that some terms of the inner expansion will be completly determined by matching.
We shall use the technique of the intermediate variable which has already been used in [7] .
The outer expansion cöntains both singular and regular terms. The singularities are in log \x | and in |x \ ~p, p ;> 0. The regular terms behave as \x\ q , q > 0, at the origin. Consequentïy, in order to perform the matching, the inner expansion may be "singular" at infinity, with terms in log \y\ and in \y\ m (m>0). Therefore, we are going to look for v l of the form where, for \y\ sufficiently large, v l s{ng and i?' reg are given by We shall write now u l (x) for \x\ small. ' for all \z\ 9 9 and E.
(" = 2 Jf c = -oo
Identifying the coefficients of the terms with the same powers of \z\ and E we obtain is a solution of -AM = 0 in {x : 0 <= \x\ < v}. As each term of u l is homogeneous of order k, Aw is a sum of homogeneous functions of order k-2.
We shall then have -A(w''*(e)|jt|*) = 0 in {x : 0 <: |*| < v) and of
• Conclusion : For ƒ > 2, the matching gives
which is a solution of -Aw = 0 in R 2 from which we conclude that (2.17) holds.
On the other hand, for i = 2, the matching gives Ü 2 but only for sufficiently large y, 
Denoting by cp a given function in H m (T), let us consider the following problem

CONVERGENCE
According to Van Dyke [9] , there are situations in which it is possible to define an asymptotic expansion valid in the whole H, called the composite expansion.
Let us assume that it is possible to define "corrector function" h 1 in such a way that
is an asymptotic expansion of the solution of (1.1)-(1.2) in the whole H. That is, we assume that it is possible to correct the outer expansion in such a way that one obtains an expansion valid for all x in £1. Performing the change of variable y = x/z (using the Taylor expansion of w e 2 (ft), at the origin), we see that the second member converges to zero.
By virtue of the density of ^(ü>) in HQ(D.) we obtain Ja from which we conclude that v * = 0. From the previous example we see that it suffices to study the behaviour of the solution of We can see from (6.1) that in this case all the terms of the outer expansion have a logarithmic term. This is only différence between this case and the previous one. Denoting by e tj and CT /; -the strain and the stress tensor components, respectively, and by u this displacement vector, we have e u (u) -l/2(a ; -K, + dp;) ; cr l7 («) = a ijmn e mn {u) . For the inner expansion we obtain M* = e 2 log eCoJöO, »J(y)) + e 2 (»ï(y), «IC» + B
